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COMPONENTS OF TEACHING AS MEAS6RED BY STUDENT RATINGS

Lawrence M. Aleamoni

University, of Arizona

If one aisumes that the,purpose of education is to change'stud2pt behavior

as a result of some defin4te course of instruction, then an objective of

educational research should be.to determine what-procedures or tech6ques best

produce the desired behavioral changes'. If a course has been effective, then

there could be a large number of,components in that course contributing to its

effectiveness.

Although,there appears to be some controversy among instructors and

instructional evaluators concerni,ng what the actual components'of the instruc-

tional setting are, my experience indicates thit such w controversy need 'not

exist. If one defines the basic components of the instructional setting as

consisting of (a) an instructional plan, (b) Instructional materials, (c)

instrdttional methods, (d) instructionalexaminations, (e) instructional

evaluations, (f) the students, (g) the instructor, (h) instructor-student

,
interaction, and (i) the instructional arena, then there-would be little, if

any, disagreement between instructors, instructional designers and instruc-

tional evaluators.

Some disagreement may surface when each of these components delineated.,

into a more specific subset of components and when specific measures are

produced for each member of the subset. -The development of these specific

measures, if carefully done, will usually represent a comprehensive as-sessment`'.

of the components of the instructional setting. fhe major mistake made at

this point by those deiigning an instructional evaluation system is to rely

only on student input for.the specific measures delineated above. By doing

this these evaluators are indicating that students are the only acceptable
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source of information on the basic components of the instructionalvtting.

This predictably results in a very negative reaction on the part of faculty

jwho are to be evaluated, i*ince they feel that relying on one Ource of informa-

tion poses a potentially unfair and invalid assessment of their instructional

effectiveness. In order to alleviate this problem it is incumbent upon,

instructional evaluators to deyelop multiple sources of evaluative information

on the basic components of the instructional setting.

The first step would be to define what sources of evaluative informatiän

could be used for each of the nine basic components enumerated above. The

insructional plan component can be evaluated bx the instructor and a depart-

mental peer (colleague) review committee using well developed criteria ando

guidelines. Students would be able to evaluate only those parts of the instruc-

tional plan that intructors,formally made them aware of, such as the objectives

of the course and the instructor's expectations regarding their p4.formance.

SuCh statements as:

"The objectives of the course were well explained",

"What was expected of me in this course was NOT alWays clear", and

"The instructor's expectations were NOT clearly defined"

-

would represent appropriate student evaluations of certain aspects of the

instructor's'inttructional plan.

The instructional materials component can be evaluated by the instructor,

a departmental peer review committee and the.studentg. The instructor would

evaluate this from the point of view of,hisAher,ratitiall fair selecting and

using such materials and whether such materials can offectivelybe used to .

stimulate studeni learning. The departmental peer review committee would

evaluate this from the point of view of-appropriateriess, up-to-datedness,

relevancy, etc. The students would evaluate this from the point of view of

worthwhileness, difficulty, interest value, etc. Such statements as

-"The course material seemed worthwhile",
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"The course material was tog difficult", and

:"The course material Was interesting"

would represent appropriate stUdent evaluatIons of the instructional materials

component.

The instructional methods coMponent can be evaluated by the instructor,

a departmental peer review committee and the students. The instructor would

evaluatethis from the point of.view of his/her rationale for selecting and

using such methods and perceived effectiveness of such methods. The depart-.

mental peer review committee would evaluate this from the point of,view of

'appropr4ateness, innovatiyeness, etc. The students would evaluate this from

the point of view of learning value, motivational value, comparative effective-

ness, etc. Such statements as

"I would hame Oeferred another method of teaching in this course",A

"I learn more when other teachinq methods are used",

"A goodmixture' of lecture and discussion was present during class", and

"The course stimulated me to read further in fhis area"

would represent appropriate student evaluations of the instructional methods

AO component. .
*

The instructional examinations component can be evaluated by the instructor,

a departmental peer review conimittee arid the stUdentt. The instructor would

evaluate this from the point of view of number, difficulty'level, accuracY,

learning value, etc. The departmental peer review committee would evaluatt

this from the point'of view of difficulty level,,accuracy, adequacy, learning

value, representativeness, etc. The students would'evaluate this from the

point of view of difficulty levet, representativeness, length, etc. SuCh

statements as



"Examinations were too diffiCult",

"Examinations were mainly comprised of material presented in class", and
-

"Enough time was provided to complete the examinations"

would represent appropriate student evaluations of th instructional examinations

tomponent.

The instructional evaluations component can be evaluated by the ittruc-

tor, a dOartmental peer review committee and the students. The Instructor

would evaluate this from the point of view of his/her rationale for the

-particular evaluation scheme, how standards wer'e determined, what alternatives

are available to the students, etc. The departmental peer review committee

would evaluate this*rom the pelint of view of aTpropriateness, fairness,

objectivity, accuracy in relation to the measurement data, etc: The students

wourd evaluate this from the point of view of fairness, objectivity, relation

to what was learned, etc. Such statements as

"The procedure for grading was fair",

1:The method of assigning grades seemed very arbitrary", and

"I do not feel,that my grades reflected how much I have learned"

would represent appropriate student evaluattons of the instructional evaluations

component.

The student component of the instructional setting is most approoriately

evaluated by both theAnstructor and the students. The instructor arid the

students would evaluate the students from the point of view of their interest,

attention, motivation, participation, level of learning, etc. Such statements

as

"I deepened my interest in the subject matter of this course",

"I participated more in class discussions in this course than in
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similar courses", and .

"I learned more in this course than in similar courses"
4

would represeht appropriate student evaluatlons of the student component.

The instructot,component of the instrational setting is a4o most

appropriately evaluated by both the instructor and students. The instructor

would evaluate 'from the point of view of his/her perform4nce, rapport with

the students, humor in the classroom, flexibility, receptivity, etc. The

students would evalUate the instructor on the basis ofInis/her performance,

humor, flexibility, interest, demonstrated knowledge, etc. Such statements a's

"The instructor was very entertaining",

"The instructor displayed a 'kpow-it7all' attitude", and

"The instructor demonstrated A thorough knowledge of the subject matter"

would represent appropriate student evaluations of the instructor.comnonent:-

)

The instructor-student interaction eemooneht can be evaluated by the

instructor, a departmental peer review committee and the studentZ The
/

°instructor would evaluate this from the point of view of his/her design,

implementation and effectiveness of such an interactiOn. The departMental

peer review committee would evaluate this from the point of,view of design,

appropriate implementation, perceived effectiveness, etc. The,students would

evaluate this from the point of view of question receptivity, clas*.00m

discussion, freedom to disagree, etc. Such statements as

"The instructor encouraged the students, to ask questions",

"I participated actively in class discussions", and

"Students in this course nit free to disagree"

would represent appropriate student evaluations of the instructor-student
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interaction component.

F.inally, the instructional irena component can be evaluated by the,

instructor, a departmental peer review committee and the students. The

instructor would evaluate thts from the point of view of adequacy 6f size,
e

seating, blackboard,sPace, etc. The departmental peer review committee

would evaluate'this from the point of view pf appropriateness of size, seating,

blackboard space, etc. The students would evaluate this from the point of

view of appropriateness'pf 'sizel,seating, blackboard space, etc. Such

statements as

"The classroom created a cramPed atmosphere",

"The seati were very uncomfortable% and

, "The location of the blackboard made it easy to take notes"

would repreeent appropriate student evaluations of the instrrtional arena

component.

r

In summary, if one defines the instructional setting as consisting of

'the nine componerits describedabove then\m6ltiple sources of evaluative ,

information would be heceisary to assess instructional effectiveness:

Although pnly three sources (instructor, departmental peer review corxIttee and

student) were identified, others could.be included. The description of the \

criteria each source would use in evaluating instructional effectiveness for
.\

each component of the instructional setting were basically quite similar,

however, the pnecise methods, guidelines and perspective,of each source would

not necessarily Oe similar. For this reason it is imperative that when one

solicits student input that the statements be apPropriate to what the students

are in a position to evalyate: This paper presented examples of appropriate
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statements.to present to students so as not to confuse their

input with that of the instructor and depirtmental peer review committee:

tr
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